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FREE FRENCH AND MADAGASCAR

"Vichy has pursued in Madagascar a policy of repression and violent

anti-British propaganda which has, however, failed to stifle the Free

French sympathies of the majority of French colonists.

"Most of the French military personnel on the island supported
General de Gaulle and the Allies.

"High administrative officials guilty of revealing their pro-allied

feelings have been imprisoned at Antsirabe, a former military sanatorium

which was turned into a concentration camp. A large number of natives

have been imprisoned for the same reason at a similar camp at Moramanga."

These statements are contained in a report received at Free French

Headquarters today from a senior French officer who recently escaped from

Madagascar.

"To stamp out resistance, the Vichy policy was to send back to France

the more important civil servants and army officers. General Abadie, the

Commander-in-Chief until the middle of last year, who defended his officers

accused of Gaullist sentiments, was thus recalled to Vichy,

"Minor administrative and army personnel were transferred to isolated

posts in the island, where they were considered harmless. For instance, at

Tulear, where one of the main aerodromes is situated, nearly all civil

servants were removed in this way.

"Immediately after the Armistice, the whole island was determined to

continue the fight. However, the indecision of Governors of other French

colonies, coupled with the subsequent activities of special envoys from

Vichy, prevented any effective action. Faith in the Allied cause was kept
alive by French broadcasts from London and Brazzaville. The Franco-British

Association remained a centre of resistance even after its dissolution.

At Antananarivo, the capital, resistance was lively from the start.

Walls and shop-windows were covered with Lorraine crosses. The Vichy Governor

received a number of threatening letters and had to triple the guard outside

the Residency. Most adults became wary of expressing their pro-allied

sympathies. This was not the case in the schools of the main towns, where

the French children exchanged drawings of Mr. Churchill and of General de Gaulle,

The Lorraine Cross was forbidden and, to relieve their feelings, the children

then began scrawling everywhere two sticks and four wheels - deux gaules and

quatre roues - de Gaulle and Catroux, (the two Free French Generals best known

to them.")

"Attempts to escape to join the Free French Forces were frequent, and

penalties for the unlucky ones were severe. On one occasion two men and two

women escaped together in a small boat. They crossed the whole island on their

way, asking strangers for shelter every night. All who gave them hospitality,

even those who were unaware of their intention to join de Gaulle, were

subsequently imprisoned.

"Another young man, who is serving today in the Free French Air Force,

escaped by stealing a plane and flying it to South Africa. At that time his

knowledge of flying was elementary, but he reached Cape Town in safety, and from

there he sent a telegram to the Governor of Madagascar announcing his arrival.

"General de Gaulle’s supporters wore often imprisoned on some trumped up

’black market’ charge; among them were a man of 65 and a young girl sentenced

to six months’ for having sold some odds and ends at a penny or two over the

normal price.

"Frenchmen were arrested for toasting General de Gaulle, Jewellers got

into trouble because they sold Free French badges. The director of a porcelain

factory, a wounded hero of the last war, was imprisoned for having modelled

Lorraine Crosses."
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